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Hi everyone, welcome to forgive and forget Podcast. I'm Vic.  

Today I am addressing the dark side of compassionate misinformation, which is a dignified phrase for 

fibbing. It's a legitimate way to keep our loved-one calm or to calm them down.   

As I said in my last podcast, there is a lot of responsibility and accountability that goes along with using 

compassionate misinformation. It can be a slippery slope that can easily turn into a landslide that is 

difficult, if not impossible to turn back from. I will be using the story today from my own personal 

experience written down in my journals from years ago. That being the case disclaimer here, there will 

be colorful language and a sexual connotation that is not meant for the ears of cutie patootie kitties. 

Please use discretion.  

So, let's get started. 

MUSIC 

In October 2011, a family rift occurred. This rift divided the family in fact, they severed ties over it. This 

was in addition to over a year's worth of this family not believing or supporting my concerns of mom's 

memory issues. Mom opted not to inform them of her diagnosis. She considered this rift and the 

severing of ties ridiculous. I always loved the way mom saw it said the word ridiculous.  

Anyway, she said she was afraid of what this family would do with this kind of information. She said she 

was afraid they would quote, “Swoop in and take over everything inappropriately. And she would lose 

all control over her life, if not everything tangible.” Yeah, wow.  

The following summer in 2012, Mom did tell that side of the family her diagnosis. So now they have the 

facts. They knew I was and had been taking care of mom, but I never heard a word from them. No 

questions, no inquiries about her dementia, her decline nothing. One family member though, the son, 

decided to step up to the plate and talk out our differences which I admired. However, I learned quickly 

his position and the families and reason for severing ties had not changed.  

He asked if I had power of attorney, he asked about mom's legal competency. And I was indicted for not 

informing them of mom's diagnosis. I answered his questions politely, but firmly. I said his family's 

relationship with Mom is and always has been their responsibility, not mine. I said it was mom's decision 

not to tell your family of her diagnosis, and you can take it up with her when you talk to her next.  As for 

this rift, let's agree to disagree and turn the bloody page.  

The son visited with mom next, and I left them alone. I took the dogs for a walk.  When I got back. We 

wrapped it up, and he left. We left on amicable terms for sure.  

Mom was so happy. Oh man, was she happy. When mom recapped their conversation to me, the son 

said he was going to come around a lot more and help. She said he asked a lot of questions about her 

will and estate. Some of the information she gave the son was accurate, and some were not accurate. 

Whether that was caused by dementia or false memories. I can't say but frankly it didn't matter. The son 

left with all questions answered.  

My stomach dropped.  Not from what mom had told him, more from the standpoint his appearance to 

mend fences was feeling calculated.  And I knew this was going to turn to shit. And it did. His coming 



around more and helping with mom lasted for about well, less than a month. About the time he stopped 

coming around, I got a call from Mom's attorney saying he just got off the phone with the family's 

litigator. They were demanding to see the estate papers in her will. This confirmed my suspicions His 

appearance was clearly calculated, and I had given mom’s attorney a heads up.  He was blown. I was 

right. “You call it?” He said. “Well,” I said, “I hope you gave them what they wanted wrapped in a big 

glittery gold bow?!” He did. And the sad thing was all they had to do was ask. There was nothing 

underhanded, secretive, or unfair about the will. But I knew this was going to hurt mom and it did.  

She cried for three days straight. Sometimes so hard she would throw up. It took her a good solid two 

weeks to calm down. Dementia does not allow a patient's responses to be ordinary, or of their usual 

reaction. It's why mom really went off the rails responding the way she did with the hard crying and 

throwing up. If she did not have dementia, and they pulled something like this, she would have stayed 

calm. Pardon me, though pissed, and confronted them. Simple, easy, thorough, done game over.  

I emailed this family and told them their stunt upset bomb. I requested to have them please back off 

and not contact mom right now. But they didn't listen. Of course, they didn't. They called mom to do 

damage control which upset her again. Mom simply could no longer respond with any kind of normalcy. 

When mom relayed their conversation to me. Hmm. Even if it was 10% accurate and relaying it, I was 

livid. I emailed again and said if they contacted mom again, I would get a restraining order. I again 

requested they please just give her time to process everything that has happened and let her calm 

down.  I tried to educate them by telling them dementia distorts everything. And mom at this point is 

not capable of responding with any normalcy. So please back off for now.  

Now I purposely emailed them I did not call. I wanted all of this in writing. The following nine months 

they made no effort to fix what they had done. No calls, no visit. radio silent,…oh wait, I think …I think 

Mom got a Christmas card and a Mother's Day card.  

At the end of this nine months, the matriarch of this family had a visit with mom and acted as though 

everything was perfectly fine. Mom had already told me she was not going to bring up anything, that it 

was up to them. The matriarch said nothing. At the end of their visit. The only thing that mattered to 

mom and confronted this family member about was, “Why haven't you called? Why haven't you visited? 

Why don't we have a relationship?”  

And this is where there is no turning back from a deplorable choice. Mom was looked square in the eye, 

and told, “Oh, but we do.  You just don't remember because of your Alzheimer's.” 

I know. This type of fib is guised as compassionate misinformation. Its intention is to trick or manipulate 

mom into thinking there was not only a relationship there, but that there was nothing wrong that 

everything was just fine. However, mom knew the truth, and knew it by asking those three questions -

even though her reactions were compromised, as well as some of her behaviors and false memories.  

The matriarch however, ploughed right on through to pull the wool over mom's eyes. I mean, how sad 

for mom. She dropped it. They wrapped it up. Mom watched this family member drive out of the 

driveway. Mom walked through the door, slammed it, looked at her good friend Marie and said, “Well, I 

feel like I just got a blowjob!”  



Marie doubled overlap. So did mom. I love mom. She's so funny sometimes. The next day, however, 

they were not laughing. I was called at 7am to come on over and they told me everything that 

happened. Mom was crying. Marie was upset. And I was disgusted, thoroughly disgusted.  

Our conclusion was this visit was calculated as well. But it backfired. They do not know this.  To this day., 

they do not know this, but two weeks later, mom was back in her attorney's office changing her will for 

the second to last time. To this day, we have never heard from them again.  

Oh, oh boy. This was a tough one, you guys.  I haven't re-lived this, not even in a blog, BLEH, not good 

memories at all.  

The Dark Side of compassionate misinformation is about manipulation and lying to the advantage of the 

person lying and manipulating, not for the protection and safety of our loved one.  

Now on the good side of compassionate misinformation, I have never told mom the truth about them 

moving back to Reno about four years ago, and I will take this knowing of their whereabouts to my grave 

if it's gonna save her grief. Can you imagine telling her this and still never hearing from them or seeing 

them? No. No, if ever there was a perfect time for compassionate misinformation, this is it.  

This story also illustrates how dementia itself is fickle. We never know what they remember accurately 

some of the time or all of the time.  For Mom, do you know that her recall of that last visit remained 

impeccable for the following five to six years, and no help for me. Matter of fact, she always brought 

them up or brought up all that. And when she did, I steered the conversation in another direction. All of 

it only made her upset and sad, profoundly sad. Those were her words, by the way, profoundly sad. But 

her recall was accurate, even though her dementia continued to decline. And she exhibited increasingly 

odd behaviors, false memories and even lost her legal competency.  

Even someone like me, who cares for mom and knows her so well, I still get thrown at what she 

remembers accurately. And this is why it is so imperative to keep their dignity intact also our own by 

being 100% honest, 100% of the time.  Honesty is always the best policy.  

By the way, legal competency or testamentary capacity is different than everyday competency or 

aptitude. And I will explore that topic. It's so important with legal preparedness on another short 

podcast.  Man, thank God, you know, as caregivers have to hear this stuff because I tell you, our topics 

of conversation are just, for the most part, they make your eyes glaze over, but they sure help us.  

There is nothing more disheartening than staring at a person who is outright lying to us. Worse is the 

person lying believes they are actually getting away with it. Personally, I think integrity is even more 

critical in the arena of caregiving because our loved one is at a disadvantage by an awful disease they 

cannot control. And to me being dishonest in this arena, is hmmph, well, there is nothing worse frankly - 

- the term bottom feeder comes to mind.  

You have heard me say, and I will always say this, that our loved one’s dementia is their journey, not to 

be interfered with by us.  Our job is to love them and provide for them a safe environment. And safety 

encompasses different categories. That means their physical safety, their economic safety, and their 

emotional safety.  

Compassionate misinformation was created for the safety and protection of our loved one. It was 

created with the understanding our self-respect is on the line. And when we use it in the context in 



which it was intended, we have the benefit of using it and doing our job without guilt because it is for 

the benefit of our loved one.  

Always remember when caring for our loved one we don't need perfection. Only honesty. I hope this 

makes all the sense in the world to you.  

Thank you so much for joining me today. This was tough. I need I needed your support today.  

Be kind, be safe. Have the courage to get up tomorrow morning and I will walk with you again very soon.  

Bye-bye 


